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Entrada Unveils Mobile Documentation Platform with ExpressNote 
Dictation, Mobile Image Capture and Patient Clinical Display 

ENTRADA’S NEW MOBILE APP EMPOWERS PROVIDERS TO ACHIEVE BETTER WORKFLOW EFFICIENCIES AND 
IMPROVED DOCUMENTATION QUALITY 

NASHVILLE, Tenn., June 17th, 2014 – Entrada today unveiled its new mobile documentation platform, the most 
significant release in the history of the company and a glimpse into its future for creating provider-focused 
productivity tools that improve efficiencies for caregivers and quality of documentation. Expanding beyond its core 
ExpressNote Dictation feature, Entrada’s mobile app now enables providers to capture and send images directly to 
their clinical system as well as access critical patient data synced in real-time from their EHR - all from their 
mobile device. Entrada also completed a beautification process, introducing a sleek and more intuitive user 
interface that simplifies the mobile experience for its provider base. 

“Our providers are already using Entrada extensively throughout their days in clinic. With this release, we’re 
empowering them with an easy way to access the critical patient information they need to make improved 
documentation and care decisions,” notes Rob Trumble, Chief Operating Officer. “We’ve also radically simplified 
the process for capturing and delivering images back to the provider’s clinical system. Snap a photo, click send, 
and Entrada handles the rest. It truly is the easiest way for providers to manage and share clinical images.”  

Many caregivers value the convenience of using their mobile device cameras to take clinical images of their 
patients, often bypassing mandated security protocols and exposing themselves and their practices to potential 
HIPAA violations. With Entrada’s Mobile Image Capture, providers can now capture patient images from their 
mobile device and transfer these images securely to either a patient chart within their EHR system or other shared 
network. With Entrada, providers and staff no longer face the challenges with transferring images that force many 
to adopt manual workflows fraught with inefficiency and error. Mobile Image Capture enhances the quality and 
robustness of patient documentation while improving the productivity of the organization. 

With Entrada’s Patient Clinical Display, providers now have an incredibly simple way to access accurate, real-time 
patient information - from anywhere, at anytime – from their mobile device. Entrada syncs directly with the 
provider’s EHR system to actively pull key patient information (e.g. Medications, Allergies, Problems, etc.) without 
having to be logged into an EHR system or tied to a workstation. Providers can even view this critical information 
while dictating, giving them the added visibility necessary to avoid dictating duplicate information while improving 
the quality of their notes. 

Click here to view Entrada’s mobile documentation app in action. 
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Entrada is a leading provider of integrated mobile solutions that improve healthcare efficiencies and outcomes. 
Entrada’s commitment is to protect physician and staff productivity for the next generation of patient care. For 
more information, please visit www.EntradaHealth.com. 

 


